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TREVES'  IDENTITY1

P.   C.   ROSEN BLOOM

Abstract. We give a very simple proof of the identity which

Trêves obtained for partial differential operators with constant

coefficients. Our proof uses very little information about the

structure of the operator and applies to a much wider class of

operators. The exact scope of our method is still undetermined.

The identity can be applied to obtain a priori estimates, existence

theorems, and construction of fundamental solutions.

In his thesis [1] Trêves proved a remarkable identity for differential

operators with constant coefficients, which has many important implica-

tions. His proof uses strongly the representation of such an operator as a

polynomial in the operators X¡= —idjd.Xj, and the commutation relations

[x¡, Xk] = iôjk. By verbal communication, he has subsequently found two

other proofs, both of which also use detailed information about the

structure of the operators. We give here a simple proof which uses very

little about the structure of the operators. Our result may be more general,

but we do not know of any interesting classes of operators satisfying our

hypotheses and not covered by Trêves' result.

We consider linear operators defined on a linear subset ¿& dense in

a Hilbert space Jtf. Let x be a selfadjoint operator on M' such that the

unitary group exp(iX.x), X e R, leaves S> invariant, i.e. exp(/Xv)^<=^

for X e R. We say that a closed operator L is of order ^n with respect to

x if for u eS¿, X e R,

L(Xx)u = exp( — iX.\)L exp(iXx)u

is a polynomial in X of degree at most ». We say that the order of L with

respect to x is n and write ord^. L=n if L is of order _« but not of order

<«.

If we introduce the derivation DxL=i[L, x], then we have

L(Xx) = 2^Jk\,        Lk=D%
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Clearly Lk is a homogeneous polynomial in x. If L+ is a formal adjoint

of L, i.e. (L+u, v) = (u, Lv) for u,v e S>, then we easily see that (L(Xx))+—

L+(Xx), so that ordxL+=oxdxL, and (Lk)+=Lk.

Iffe ¿¡fx(R) and/is its Fourier transform, then the formal computation

Lf(x) = (2tt)-1/2L i f(X)exp(iXx) dX
Jr

= (2tt)-1/2 i f(X)e\p(iXx)L(Xx) dX
Jr

= (2try1/2 \ f(X)exp(iXx){2 XkLk¡k\) dX,
Jr

suggests the formula

(1) Lf(x) = ^i-kpk\x)Lk{k\.

This formula is valid under various hypotheses. Perhaps the simplest is to

consider both sides of (1) as operators on the set 3>x of all v of the form

v = cp(x)u, cp e Cq(R), ueS¡. Clearly 3¡x is a dense subset of 3¡. Then

equation (1) holds for/e Cn+1(R), if ord^ L=«.

Lemma.    If ordx M=m,f g e Cm+1(R) and L is a linear operator such

that LM(Xx) = M(Xx)L for X e R, and ifv e 3>x, then

Mf(x)Lg(x)v = 2 i-k(k^-lhkMkv,

where the operators hk are defined by the formal series

f{x + X)Lg(x + X)v = 2 Xkhk\k\.

Proof. A straightforward computation yields

hk = 2(k)f"c~s)wLgis)(xy

Hence we obtain on the set £¿>x,

Mf(x)Lg(x) = 2 r'f^(x)MTLg(x)¡r\

= 2'-r/(r,(-v)£Mr£(x)/H

= 2 r-s/wWig,slWMr+t|r! si,

which yields the stated result.

Corollary.    If ordxL<co, ordxM<<x>, and LM(Xx)=M(Xx)L for

X e R, then for a e R we have, on 2¿x,

ML(ia.x2¡2) = 2 <¿Lk(iv.x2\2)Mk\k\.
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Proof.    In the lemma take/(x)=exp(ax2/2)=ig(.r)~:1, and set

H(X) =f(x + X)Lg(x + X) = 2 A*«*/*!.
We obtain

H'(X) =f(x + X)[o.(x + X), L]g(x + X) = a[x, H(X)].

Comparing coefficients, we infer that hk+x = a.[x, hk] = ia.Dxhk, so that

hk = (i*)kD% = (ia)kLk(iax2/2).

The corollary follows immediately.

Theorem.    Under the hypotheses of the corollary, we have, for a, ß e R,

M(-ißx2ß)L(ia.x2l2) = 2 (« + ß)kLk(iocx2l2)Mk(-ißx2l2)lk\.

Proof.    The theorem is an immediate consequence of the identity

M(-ißx2l2)L(iax2l2) = exp(-/?A-2/2)((/V/L(/(a + /j)x2/2))exp ßx2ß).

The identity L(Xx)M(px) = (LM((p — X)x))(Xx) shows that the hypothe-

sis is equivalent to the symmetric condition that L(Xx) and M(px)

commute for X, p e R, which is, in turn, equivalent to the condition that

Lj and Mk commute for ally and k.

We shall say that L is x-normal if LL+(Xx) = L+(Xx)L for X e R. This

property implies that L is formally normal, i.e. that L and L+ commute.

If L is x-normal, then for a e R, we have

(L(iax2l2))+ = L+(-ia.x2¡2).

The theorem implies

L(ioLX2l2)+L(ia.x2l2) = 2 (2o¿)kLk(ioLX2l2)Lk(iax2l2)+lk\.

If we apply this formula to Lr, we obtain

Lr(/a.x2/2)+L(/a.x-2/2) = £ (2a)%+,(/a.Y2/2)Lr+jt(/aA-2/2)+/¿!.

For v e 2X, let

PAß) = 2 /** IW^W»!!?/*« = 2 cr+kßklk\.

Then Pr is a polynomial with nonnegative coefficients, P'r=Pr+x, Pr=Pi0r),

and Pr(2*)=\\Lr(iax2l2)v\\2.

For 0<ß, y we have

W) ú PAß + y) = 2 yr^(/?)/>! = 2 c*tf + y^k]

Ú (iß + y)lß)"Po(ßl
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If we set /S=2a, y = ß\n, we obtain

P0(2a) ^ 2 (2*/»)r/»r(2a)/r! = eP0(2a).

It is also obvious that ßP'r(ß)^(n-r)Pr(ß), which implies that«! />„(/?)=

(«—/■)! ßrPr(ß). Summarizing these results, we obtain

Corollary.    If L is an x-normal operator and ord^ L=n, and v e ¡2>x,

then for a^O we have

\\Lr(i*x2l2)v\\2 - 2 (2a)* llW/ax^f/Zc!,

2(2a/«)r ||Lr(/ax72)i;||2/r! £ (e - 1) ||L(/ax2/2)!;||2,
r=l

tf«c/

(2a)r(« - r)! ||L,.(/ax2/2)t;||2 = «! ||L(ioa72)i>||2.

More generally, if 91 is any linear space of commuting selfadjoint

operators, we may define the order of L with respect to 9t by

ord(L, 91) = max ord^ L.

We say that L is 9l-normal if it is x-normal for each x e 9Í. If xx, ■ ■ ■ ,

xN e 91 and 0 = 2 arvj/2, then we may extend the above results to the

operator L(iQ).

We need only interpret r and k as multi-indices, e.g. k = (kx, ■ • • , kN),

where k¡ are nonnegative integers, and

Lk = DkL,        Dk = YJ Dki,        D,L = i[L, x,].

Of course a* is the monomial \~[ akl. We simply observe that the proof is

valid with this reinterpretation of the notation. We may replace 3¡x by the

set Q' of all v of the form v = cp(xx, ■ ■ ■ , xN)u, where cp e C0X'(RN) and

ueS>.
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